Functionalized Textile Based Therapy for the Treatment of Atopic Dermatitis
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Abstract: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common chronic inflammatory skin condition characterized by intense puritus and skin dryness. The pathogenesis for AD has not been fully understood to date. Complementary therapies are very popular as effective treatment for AD among clinical practitioners. This study presents a comprehensive review of published works associated with textiles-based complementary therapies for AD treatment such as wet-wrap dressing, functionalized textiles, and the application of hydrogel techniques in the textile industry to provide a better understanding of the development and design of new textiles-based transdermal therapies.
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1. Introduction

Atopic dermatitis (AD), also termed eczema, is a common chronic inflammatory skin condition characterized by intense puritus and a waxing and waning course [1,2]. The term ‘dermatitis’ was derived from the Greek ‘derma’, which means skin, and ‘itis’ means inflammation, whereas eczema came from the Greek ‘ekzema’ with the meaning of ‘to boil over’ and refers to acute manifestation of this disease. However, dermatitis and eczema are often used synonymously [3].

Children are the most vulnerable group to suffer from AD. The typical onset of this condition generally occurs in children under five years of age, but the majority of patients have a spontaneous remission before adolescence [4]. The prevalence of this condition has increased steadily worldwide over the past few decades, with an estimated morbidity of 15% to 30% of affected adolescents, especially in industrialized countries [2,5]. AD imposes a great influence on the quality of life of children and their parents and causes significant social, economic, and health care costs [6].

The clinical manifestation of AD varies widely in individuals and generally presents intense pruritus, dryness, lichenification and excoriation, macular erythema, raised bumps, secondary infection, etc. [7,8]. However, the distribution of eczematous symptoms changes with age [7]. Patients in infancy commonly experience lesion on the cheeks, forehead, and scalp. Children may suffer severe eruptions on the elbow and knee flexures, the sides of the neck, the wrists, and the ankles [8]. In adolescence, lichenified plaques usually emerge on the flexures, head, and neck. Each stage is characterized by intense pruritus that continues throughout the day and worsens at night, thereby leading to sleep loss and impairing the patient’s quality of life [2].

To date, there is no consensus on the pathogenesis for AD, but generally it is agreed that this disorder results from a complex interaction between genetically mediated epidermal barrier dysfunction and immunologic disturbance [5,9]. Strictly speaking, this is true for extrinsic AD (IgE-high AD) with considerable evidence involving barrier conditions and immunodeficiency, whereas the causation for intrinsic AD (IgE-normal AD) remains elusive [10]. The epidermal barrier dysfunction
typically results from genetic mutations in the filaggrin, which is an epidermal protein that acts as a waterproof mortar between keratinocytes in the outermost layer of the skin [1]. This facilitates the invasion of environmental allergens and induces allergic responses to external antigens, resulting in elevated serum IgE. This provides an explanation for extrinsic AD characterized by the barrier dysfunction of the skin and chronic inflammation. Conversely, intrinsic AD, which is non-allergic, exhibits normal serum IgE values and the normal skin barrier function [10]. Moreover, another difference between extrinsic and intrinsic AD resides in the different degrees of sensitization to antigens. Extrinsic AD patients are predisposed to being sensitized to protein antigens, while nonprotein antigens such as haptens and metals are typically seen in intrinsic AD patients. However, Bieber [2] suggested that the absence of IgE-mediated sensitization for intrinsic AD patients may be a transient factor and proposed a unified hypothesis. This hypothesis holds that the development of AD has three phases, and nonatopic intrinsic AD is the initial phase with a high prevalence among infants during which no sensitization emerges. Subsequently, a transition from nonatopic dermatitis to true AD occurs, during which the majority of AD patients suffer from IgE-mediated sensitization to food and/or environmental allergens. Meanwhile, scratching causes cellular damage and thus induces IgE autoantibodies, thereby exacerbating the inflammation [11].

A recent study has reported a new mechanism that links cutaneous inflammation and epidermal barrier dysfunction and that potentially unifies the conflicting outside-in and inside-out hypothesis of AD, i.e., inhabitation of phospholipase A2 (PLA2) [12]. The house dust mite-derived PLA2 was found to generate neolipid antigens in human skin, which contributes to inflammation. The inflammation is controlled and eliminated through inhibition of PLA2 by the skin barrier protein filaggrin. Thus PLA2 links skin inflammation and barrier dysfunction and provides a therapeutic approach to treat AD.

2. Textiles-Based Complementary Therapy

The treatment of AD is still a clinical challenge, and so far it is still not completely curable. Basically, the treatment regime focuses on relieving the symptoms and preventing acute exacerbations as well as improving cosmetic appearance to enhance quality of life [13]. It is important to address the skin barrier defect with the avoidance of specific and nonspecific trigger factors and to maintain skin hydration with regular use of emollients [7]. Further treatment depends on the severity of AD, including a combination of multiple therapeutic agents in a step-wise fashion. Topical or systemic corticosteroids are still considered the mainstay therapy for the treatment of moderate-to-severe AD. They are normally used as anti-inflammatory medications to treat AD in any stage of inflammation and to reduce itching [14]. However, long-term use and the overdosage of corticosteroids may cause a series of adverse effects, including atrophy, hypopigmentation, striae distensae, and skin infections [15]. Therefore, the use of corticosteroids is not highly recommended, especially for younger children. A wide variety of complementary therapies such as traditional Chinese medicine [16], wet wrap dressing [17], and a wide variety of functional textiles [18] have thus been advocated and developed. However, the present study only focuses on textiles-based therapies for AD treatment and makes an elaborate review of the development and application of textile-based therapy.

2.1. Wet-Wrap Dressing

A wet-wrap dressing is a double layer of tubular bandage or gauze consisting of a first moist inner layer and second dry outer layer and involves the application of a topical medication (Figure 1) [14,19]. The use of dampened bandages to reduce pruritus and inflammation is an ancient medical remedy. Their use was described in an ancient surgical textbook by Liston in 1846 [20], but their use for AD treatment was first reported in 1987 by Nicol and his colleagues [21]. Subsequently, wet-wrap dressings attracted widespread attention among clinicians and practitioners [22].
In 1991, Goodyear and co-workers reported that wet-wrap dressings are an efficacious therapy to treat AD [23]. Since then, numerous researchers have reported successful outcomes of the treatment of AD using wet-wrap dressing [22,24,25]. Researchers from Mayo Clinic reported that 239 patients out of 266 hospitalizations saw a significant improvement in pruritus and the severity of AD after using wet-wrap therapy in conjunction with topical corticosteroid or emollient cream [17]. A study conducted by Janmohamed et al. demonstrated that wet wrap therapy with diluted corticosteroids showed obvious therapeutic effect on severe AD [26]. Currently, wet-wrap dressing is primarily considered a second-line treatment recommended for severe or refractory AD, and no precise instructions exist. The effectiveness differs and depends on the condition, the topical drugs used, the time of occlusion, and the duration of treatment [14].

It is generally assumed that wet-wrap dressing is associated with a cooling effect [17]. The cooling effect of a wet-wrap dressing may decrease skin temperature and cause vasoconstriction, thereby relieving the inflammation and pruritus. Sleep disturbance is thus controlled with the pruritus alleviation. Wet-wrap dressing not only helps to rehydrate the skin and enhances the absorption of the topical medication, but can also provide a physical barrier against scratching and hasten the restoration of an impaired epidermal function [4].

To conclude, wet-wrap dressing shows several advantages for the treatment of AD, including increasing skin hydration, promoting penetration of medication, impeding scratching, and improving sleep disturbance. The disadvantages, however, should not be ignored. The most dangerous adverse effect is the systemic absorption of topical steroid, with a transient increase in cortisol levels. Wet-wrap dressing may also cause skin maceration, secondary infections, and folliculitis [27,28]. Additionally, wet-wrap dressing is a short-term therapy; the dressings easily get dried out and must be continuously dampened. This often increases the burden of caregivers and families [19].

2.2. Healthcare Textiles

Apart from antimicrobial textiles as aforementioned, some novel coated fabrics for the treatment of AD patients have also been reported in recent years [29,30]. These fabrics were functionalized with healthcare merits by coating cotton fabrics with various finishing agents such as anion-generating agents and borage oil [30,31].

Anion-generating textiles are designed to develop high value-added textiles and have been extensively studied in the past few decades [32–34]. This concept was developed based on the fact that negative ions can exert beneficial effects on human health [35]. Researchers were thus inspired to design and develop a type of healthcare textile that can generate negative ions [33,36]. Currently,
the development of anion textiles has made great progress, and related products are commercially available [37]. Tourmaline, which can generate negative ions and electromagnetic radiation in the far-infrared region by mechanical forces such as rubbing and vibrating, is the most commonly used anion-generating agent for the development of functionalized fibers [38,39]. Kim and his colleagues first performed a clinical trial to employ anion textile, produced by polyester filaments impregnated with nano-sized fine-crusted tourmaline powder, for the treatment of AD [29] (Figure 2). They found that such textiles helped to significantly improve the transepidermal water loss, skin erythema, and hydration of AD patients and might provide a therapeutic option for them. It should be noted that, however, the textile material, polyester, may exacerbate the severity of AD and thus it has yet to be further investigated.

![Figure 2.](image)

**Figure 2.** (A, ×100) Photo of anion fabrics and (B) SEM of doped polyester filaments with fine crusted tourmaline power (white circle). Reprinted from Ref. [29] with permission. Copyright 2012 the Korean Dermatological Association and the Korean Society for Investigative Dermatology.

Borage oil used for AD treatment was proposed on a hypothesis that patients with AD generally suffer from metabolic aberration of linoleic acid to gamma-linolenic acid (GLA) caused by inactivation of the delta-6 desaturase enzyme [40,41]. Borage oil has been extensively studied as a complementary therapy in AD treatment due to its abundant content of GLA [42–44]. Kanehara and co-workers developed a borage oil-coated fabric and examined its clinical efficacy in AD treatment [30]. This coated fabric was produced by chemical bonding formed between borage oil and cotton fibers. The borage oil could be gradually released from the cotton fibers and absorbed by the skin. Clinical trials demonstrated that the symptoms of erythema and itch were alleviated, and the transepidermal water loss (TEWL) was also controlled. Nevertheless, Foster et al. suggested that borage oil, whether administered orally or topically, did not have a significant therapeutic effect but may be useful in some individual patients with less severe AD [45]. This conclusion was drawn on the basis of objective analysis on typical clinical cases and is thus credible and acceptable. Also, this viewpoint was consistent with the analysis of Bamford et al. [44].

### 2.3. Medical Textiles

Medical textiles are the products and constructions used for medical and biological applications such as first aid, clinical, and hygienic purposes. Textiles act as a good carrier for microorganisms, e.g., mould and fungi, which may cause deterioration of fibers, strength loss, discoloration, and even potential health risks, e.g., skin diseases [46,47]. With the growing public awareness, antimicrobial properties have attracted increasing attention among practitioners and have been successfully imparted to textiles to improve the resilience against microorganisms [47–49]. The detrimental effects caused by colonization of microorganisms can be controlled by durable antimicrobial finishing using antimicrobial agents [50], including metals and metal salts [47,51], quaternary ammonium salts [52], chitosan [53], triclosan [46], and natural dyestuffs [54,55]. Currently, antimicrobials have been playing an increasingly important role in addressing textile hygiene in clinical and sensitive environments.
2.3.1. Antibacterial Agents for AD Treatment

The development of antibacterial textiles has received extensive attention, and applications in AD treatment have also been reported [18,56]. This proposal was developed on the basis of the fact that a majority of AD patients suffer from recurrent bacterial infections, primarily caused by the colonization of *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) [10]. Moreover, the colonization of *S. aureus* is generally correlated with the severity of AD [57]. The reason may consist in the immunomodulatory toxins with superantigens properties secreted by *S. aureus*, which can stimulate the activation of T cells and macrophages and thus induce skin inflammation and exacerbate AD [58]. Therefore, antimicrobial textiles may be a desirable alternative therapy to treat AD by killing *S. aureus* colonization. Clinically, some metal nanoparticles and organic antibacterial agents have been reported to develop antibacterial textiles for AD treatment primarily due to low toxicity and good compliance (Table 1).

### Table 1. Antibacterial agents used for antibacterial textiles therapy in AD treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal nanoparticles</td>
<td>titania nanoparticle</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>silver nanoparticle</td>
<td>[60,61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zinc oxide nanoparticle</td>
<td>[62,63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>copper nanoparticles</td>
<td>[62,64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic antibacterials</td>
<td>citric acid</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>citrus grandis osbeck extract</td>
<td>[66,67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Metal Nanoparticles**

Metal nanostructured materials, including titania nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles, zinc oxide nanoparticles, and copper nanoparticles, have attracted tremendous attention among researchers due to their good antimicrobial activities for the development of antimicrobial textiles (Table 1) [47,68]. Among these, since ancient times silver has been the most commonly used antimicrobial agent to fight against infections and prevent spoilage. Silver shows low toxicity to humans, is effective against a broad spectrum of microorganisms, shows high efficiency, and has an ‘oligodynamic’ nature [46,69]. The forms of application of silver are diverse, including various oxidation states (Ag⁺, Ag²⁺, and Ag³⁺) and nanoparticles which act as sources of silver atoms [48,70]. It has been proposed that the antibacterial mechanism seemingly results from the release of silver ions, which pass through the cell membrane of bacteria, causing structural changes in the cell walls by binding to negatively charged components in proteins and nucleic acids leading to proteins inactivation, metabolism disturbance, and growth inhibition, up to the cell’s death [46,47].

The applications of metal nanoparticles generally fall into two categories: (1) inorganic nanoparticles and their nanocomposites; and (2) inorganic nanoparticles loaded organic carriers. The strategies for the fabrication of antimicrobial textiles include conventional exhaust, padding, spraying, pad-dry-cure process, and sol-gel techniques [47,68,71]. Additionally, surface modification using various methods provides a promising approach to developing antimicrobial textiles. In order to improve the durability against domestic laundering and dry cleaning, polymeric binders such as acrylic resin and polysiloxane, are commonly used for the fixation of metal nanoparticles onto the fabrics [47].

**Organic Antibacterial Agents**

Two representative organic antibacterial agents for the development of antibacterial textiles in AD treatment are citric acid and citrus grandis osbeck extract. The application of citric acid for the development of antimicrobial textiles was inspired by the concept of the ‘acid mantle’, which is formed when sweat and sebum combine and act as a barrier to bacteria, viruses, and other skin contaminants [65]. This concept has led to the development of acidic emollients for skin care and
disposable materials with infection control functions such as disposable gowns and masks [65,72]. The antibacterial property of citric acid coated textiles has been fully elucidated [73,74]. Jaeger and co-workers first investigated the application of citric acid-coated textiles on AD patients and reported their research results in 2014 [65]. In their study, a citric acid-coated textile with a pH value of 5.5–6.5 was fabricated by esterification reaction, leading to the formation of a very thin citric acid layer on the surface of cellulose fibers. Clinical trials showed that this kind of textile was well tolerated and had therapeutic effects on AD. It is thus promising as a novel therapeutic strategy for AD. Further studies are required to provide more evidence for clinical practice.

Additionally, the selection of suitable fabric materials is also of high importance to AD subjects because the fabric materials may be a cause of triggering or worsening the lesions. Natural fibers such as cotton, silk, and viscose are preferential owing to their hygienic properties [56]. Lyocell also provides a well-established and promising choice for the development of antimicrobial textiles [75].

Yi et al. first introduced a dyeing method to develop the antibacterial textiles for AD treatment [66]. The dyeability and antibacterial activities of citrus grandis osbeck extract against Staphylococcus aureus were fully investigated. The optimal dye condition was determined. They further studied the clinical efficacy of cotton underclothes dyed with the citrus grandis osbeck extract in AD treatment by in vivo methodology [67]. It was observed that the dyed fabrics could alleviate the severity of AD and decrease the SCORAD (Scoring Atopic Dermatitis) index value and thus could be utilized for AD treatment as a complementary therapy.

2.3.2. Herbal Medicine Coated Textile Therapy for AD Treatment

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is one of the oldest healing systems and has been applied for thousands of years for a wide variety of clinical treatments of different types of diseases and symptoms in China [76,77]. In terms of AD treatment, an increasing number of studies have been reported to be associated with TCM owing to its minimal adverse effects and ease of application [78–80]. Numerous herbal medicines (Table 2) have been shown to be efficacious and beneficial in controlling the severity of AD and improving the quality of life of patients despite the dispute over the efficacy and standardization of herbal medicines. Table 2 presents several typical prescriptions with traditional herbal medicines used in Asian countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.</th>
<th>Commonly used prescriptions and the component herbal medicines for AD treatment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herbs Formula</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ingredients</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huangbai Zicao Diyu cream</td>
<td>Cortex phellodendri 50 g; Radix arnebiae 50 g; Radix sanguisorbae 100 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huanglian Qingdai ointment</td>
<td>Rhizoma coptidis 0.6 g; Indigo naturalis 0.3 g; Cortex phellodendri 0.3 g; Alum 0.3 g; Borneolum synthetica; Urea cream 40 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao-Feng-San (XFS)</td>
<td>Radix saposhnikovia 2.5 mg; Herba schizonepetae 2.5 mg; Radix angelicae sinesis 2.5 mg; Radix rehmanniae 2.5 mg; Radix sophorae flavescens 2.5 mg; Rhizoma atractylodis 2.5 mg; Periostracum cicadae 2.5 mg; Linum usitatissimum 2.5 mg; Rhizoma anemarrhenae 2.5 mg; Gypsum fibrosum 2.5 mg; Caulis clematidis armandi 1.25 mg; Radix glycyrrhiza 1.25 mg; Fructus arctii 2.5 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCHM capsules</td>
<td>Flos lonicerae 2 g; Herba menthae 1 g; Cortex moutan 2 g; Rhizoma atractylodis 2 g; Cortex phellodendri 2 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byakkokanjinjinto</td>
<td>Gypsum fibrosum; Anemarrhena rhizome; Glycyrrhiza radix; Ginseng radix; Oryzae fructus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juzen-Taiho-to</td>
<td>Astragalus Radix; Cinnamomi Cortex, Rehmanniae Radix; Paeoniae Radix; Cnidii Rhizoma; Atractylodis Lanceae Rhizoma; Angelicae Radix; Ginseng Radix; Hoelen; Glycyrrhizae Radix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keishibukuryogan</td>
<td>Cinnamomi cortex; Paeoniae Radix; Moutan cortex; Persicae semen; Hoelen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gami-Cheongyeul-Sodok-Eum</td>
<td>Angelica gigas; Astragalus membranaceus; Atractylodes japonica; Coptis japonica; Forsythia viridissima; Glycyrrhiza uralensis; Lonicera japonica; Portulaca oleracea; Scutellaria baicalensis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In clinical practice, Hui and coworkers recently developed a textile therapy functionalized with TCM for AD treatment using microencapsulation technology [90,91]. The fabrication strategy was an emulsion chemical crosslinking method (Figure 3A), by which the herbal medicines (PentaHerbs formula and cortex moutan) were successfully loaded into chitosan and sodium alginate composite microcapsules. The resultant microcapsules were fully evaluated in terms of surface morphology, particle size and distribution, in vitro drug release behavior, and cytotoxicity testing. A pad-dry-cure approach was then employed to coat the microcapsules on the surface of cotton fabrics (Figure 3B). The drug loaded textiles were proven to show excellent controlled drug release properties, with a release duration of seven days [91]. However, there was a great loss of major active ingredients of the herbal medicine in the fabrication of the microcapsule, resulting in both low drug loading and encapsulation efficiency. Clinical trials demonstrated that the medical textile therapy failed to treat AD patients [90,91].

![Figure 3.](image)

Figure 3. (A) Scanning electron micrographs of fabricated microcapsules and (B) coated fabrics. Reprinted from Ref. [91] with permission. Copyright 2013 Elsevier.

Considering the skin dryness of AD patients, a dual-functional medical textile therapy, i.e., both moisture and drug supply, was developed by Wang and coworkers using hydrogel technology (Figure 4) [92]. Poloxamer-based hydrogel was fabricated by a ‘cold method’, through which the loss of herbal medicine was avoided, and sufficient moisture was incorporated into the hydrogel. The physiological property of poloxamers is closely associated with the molecular weight, the ratio of poly(ethylene oxide)/poly(propylene oxide) (PEO/PPO) moieties, and the concentration. The amphiphilic property stems from the hydrophilic ethylene oxide moiety and the hydrophobic propylene oxide moiety [93]. Consequently, the poloxamer solution can exhibit a reversible phase transition from sol to gel (low temperature sol gel boundary) and from gel to sol (high temperature boundary) as the temperature monotonically increases (Figure 4B) [94]. The characteristic temperature responsive property makes poloxamer-based hydrogel an attractive alternative in the development of transdermal therapies [95]. Moreover, the herbal medicine (cortex moutan extract) loaded in the hydrogel showed excellent controlled release and percutaneous diffusional behavior. Clinical trials indicated that herbal medicine loaded poloxamer-based hydrogel can moisturize skin and relieve the symptoms of AD, thus providing a promising alternative for the treatment of AD. In spite of this, further studies are still required to optimize the drug loading hydrogel fabrication and coating process for promoting medical textile therapy production in a large scale and standardization approach.
3. Fixation Strategies of Antibacterial Agents on Fabrics

Textiles are an excellent carrier of pharmaceuticals through contact with the skin and have found applications for medical, hygienic, and health purposes [100]. The incorporation of antibacterial agents or clinical drugs into textiles is a critical step to fabricate such functionalized textiles. A wide variety of fixation approaches have been proposed for the coating of different antibiotic drugs onto the fabrics. Basically, the fixation approaches can be divided into three categories: (1) inclusion inside the fiber; (2) coating outside the fabrics by textile finishing techniques such as exhaust and pad-dry-cure; and (3) application of encapsulation techniques such as micro- or nano-capsule technology, cyclodextrin, and hydrogel technology.

The gelling process for poloxamer-based hydrogel typically consists of two steps, i.e., a micellization process (formation of spherical micelles) and a gelation process (stacking of spherical micelles) (Figure 5) [96–98]. The micellization process of PEO-PPO-PEO copolymers is endothermic and driven by a decrease in the polarity of ethylene oxide (EO) and propylene oxide (PO) segments as the temperature increases and by the entropy gain in water when unimers aggregate to form micelles (hydrophobic effect) [98,99].

Figure 4. (A) Schematic diagram of hydrogel functionalized fabric with dual-functions; and (B) Poloxamer-based hydrogel. Reprinted from Ref. [92] with permission. Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the gelation mechanism of Poloxamer 407 in water. Adapted from Ref. [98] with permission. Copyright 2006 Springer.
3.1. Inclusive Method

The inclusive method refers to natural, organic, or inorganic additives incorporated into fibers prior to extrusion, which allows the production of different functional fibers for a wide variety of purposes [38,101]. This strategy is mainly applicable for the synthesis polymeric fibers. Electrospinning is the most commonly used method to blend active agents into the fibers. Two typical agents that have been blended into fibers for AD treatment are tourmaline and silver. Tijing et al. developed tourmaline-decorated polyurethane composite nanofibers using an electrospinning technique, which showed excellent superhydrophilic and antibacterial properties [38]. An important step to achieve well-dispersed tourmaline nanoparticles in polyurethane nanofibers was separate fabrication of tourmaline and polyurethane solutions. The tourmaline containing composite fiber developed by Lin et al. using melt spinning can generate anion and present outstanding permeability and mechanical properties [37,101]. Clinical trials conducted by Kim and coworkers showed that tourmaline anion textile may significantly relieve the symptoms and produce positive results in the treatment of AD patients [29].

Silver loaded seaweed-based (alginic acid) cellulosic fiber has been made commercially available by Smartfiber AG (SeaCell® Active, Rudolstadt, Germany) [102]. Amine oxide and water are required to separate the regenerated (alginic acid) cellulose directly, and the fiber is then produced by adding finely ground seaweed into the spinning solution during the spinning process (Figure 6). The cellulose solvent amine oxide is N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO) monohydrate (NMMO-H₂O, 13.3% water w/w) [103,104]. The dissolution and regeneration processes are resulted from the hydrogen-bonding characteristics of the hygroscopic NMMO. In these processes, NMMO and water can be almost completely recycled, with a recovery ratio of more than 99% [104]. Therefore, it is an eco-friendly and pollution-free strategy to fabricate functional cellulosic fibers.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.** Manufacturing method of additives loaded seaweed-based cellulosic fiber. Adapted from Ref. [104] with permission. Copyright 2001Elsevier.

The homogeneous mixing of organic and inorganic additives in the fibers make it possible to produce various functional materials on this common cellulose base [105,106]. Due to the excellent capability of absorbing the minerals of seaweed, inorganic antibacterial agents such as nano-silver and nano-zinc particles can be absorbed in the core of the fully formed cellulosic fiber during the activation of the fibers [102,107]. This process is totally different from the commonly used method of mixing the additives in the spinning solution. It is generally agreed that the metals are bound via the carboxyl and hydroxyl groups of the cellulose as well as of the seaweed [108,109]. Fluhr and coworkers clinically demonstrated that this sliver-loaded seaweed fiber is safe and applicable in AD treatment according to the positive experimental results [75]. However, extensive follow-up studies are still required to confirm the clinical efficacy for the treatment of AD.
Smartfiber AG has also introduced a seaweed-based cellulosic regenerated fiber containing zinc (Smartcel Sensitive™, Rudolstadt, Germany) in recent years (Figure 7) [106,110]. Zinc is blended in the fiber in the form of high quality zinc oxide, which is a natural and medically approved white zinc with revitalizing effects and hygienic properties [111]. This zinc loaded seaweed-based fiber gives relief to people with sensitive skin and allows faster skin regeneration and complication-free wound healing. A clinical trial conducted by Wiegand and his colleagues demonstrated that this functionalized textile can significantly reduce AD severity and pruritus and improve the subjective sleep quality of AD patients [110]. Moreover, their study also concluded that this zinc loaded textile was well tolerated by AD patients and had good biocompatibility. Hence, this functional textile may be a promising alternative as a complementary therapy for AD treatment.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
**Figure 7.** Zinc loaded seaweed-based cellulosic textiles (Smartcel TM Sensitive). Reprinted from Ref. [110] with the permission.

### 3.2. Textile Finishing Approaches

The inclusive method can provide good durability and a considerably slow release of active agents. Nonetheless, this approach is both time-consuming and sophisticated. On the contrary, conventional textile finishing methods such as pad-dry-cure process (Figure 8) are the most commonly used strategies for antibacterial agents coating on textiles [51,112]. However, a challenge for the textile finishing consists in the relatively poor durability. A wide variety of methods have been employed to improve the durability of the textile finishing, e.g., treating the fiber with resin, condensates, or crosslinking agents, chemical modification of the fiber by covalent bond formation, the use of graft polymerization or copolymerization, and nanotechnology [18,47].

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8.** Antibacterial finishing of cotton fabrics by pad-dry-cure. Adapted from Ref. [51] with permission. Copyright 2011 Elsevier.
3.3. Encapsulation Techniques

3.3.1. Micro/Nano-Capsules

The microencapsulation process refers to the encapsulation of a substance into the membrane of polymers on the microscopic scale [113,114]. With the concept of microencapsulation, it should be possible to encapsulate a wide variety of substances in the core of microcapsules using different fabrication methods [115]. Accordingly, the fabrics can be designed and produced for tailored functions when coated by the desired microcapsules [116,117]. In this aspect, numerous examples have been described with regard to conferring textiles with various functions using microencapsulation technology, including durable fragrances, skin softeners, insect repellents, antimicrobials, phase change materials, and special medical applications [118–121]. In terms of AD treatment, Hui et al. reported a textile-based therapy functionalized with herbal medicine loaded microcapsules [90,91,122]. The herbal medicine was encapsulated within polymer capsules and then coated on the fabrics. However, the clinical efficacy of this microcapsule coated textile-based therapy has not been reported.

3.3.2. Cyclodextrin

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are non-reducing oligosaccharides in a cyclic form produced through the enzymatic degradation of starch [68,123]. Three cyclodextrins, i.e., α-, β-, and γ-CD, can be obtained by the separation method using different precipitation agents such as n-octanol and toluene, among which β-CD is the most common and commercially available type due to the ease of synthesis and the reasonable price [68,124]. These cyclic oligosaccharides are arranged in a truncated-cone shape with a hydrophilic outer surface and an internal hydrophobic hollow cavity (Figure 9) [123]. The nature of the hydrophilic exterior and hydrophobic interior of the cavity imparts CDs with the remarkable ability to entrap a large variety of hydrophobic active ingredients, which explains why β-CD has been widely applied in the textile field [68,125,126].

![Chemical structure and 3D structure of cyclodextrins](Figure 9)

**Figure 9.** Chemical structure (a) and 3-dimensional structure (b) of cyclodextrins. Reprinted from Ref. [123] with permission. Copyright 2010 Royal Society of Chemistry.

CDs can be grafted on the fabrics via two approaches, i.e., the physical method by immersing the fabric in CDs solution and the chemical method through the formation of chemical bonds, which each present different finishing effects [124]. CDs provide an admirable carrier to develop antibacterial and medical textiles. The commonly used antibacterial agents, including triclosan, ciprofloxacin, and even silver, have been successfully coated on the fabric through the formation of inclusion complexes with CDs [68,124,127]. However, as far as AD treatment is concerned, there are still no publications...
involving CDs functionalized textiles. In terms of treating allergic diseases, Radu et al. reported an enlightening study that prepared antiallergic pajamas grafted with β-CD and with antiallergic active principles absorbed in the cavity [128]. However, the wearing comfort and softness of the fabric were greatly affected by β-CD.

3.3.3. Hydrogel Technology

Application of Hydrogel in Functional Textiles

Hydrogel refers to a class of three-dimensional cross-linked polymeric networks with the ability to absorb large quantities of water or biological fluids within the bulk structure while maintaining the dimensional stability [129]. The amount of water absorbed may vary from around 10% to thousands of times the weight of the dry polymeric network, which may also be influenced by the capillary effect and osmotic pressure [130,131]. The water absorbing capacity makes hydrogels suitable for widespread applications in a variety of fields, including tissue engineering [132], the biomedical and pharmaceutical industry [133], and smart textiles [134]. Additionally, hydrogels also constitute an excellent alternative drug carrier.

Textiles functionalized with hydrogel have been extensively exploited over the past few decades [135,136]. Hydrogel can endow textiles, including cotton, polyester, silk, and hemp, with novel functionalities such as aesthetic appeal, healthcare, and smart wetting properties [135]. The hydrogels applied to textiles are generally accomplished using coating technology such as graft polymerization, the sol gel technique, and finishing [137].

Poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAAm) is a thermo-responsive polymer which shows hydrophilic-hydrophobic transition in aqueous solution at around 32–34 °C and has been extensively studied for textile use (Figure 10) [134,135,138]. The textiles can be functionalized with excellent moisture management properties. Jiang and co-workers developed a functionalized cotton fabric coated with PNIPAAm via atom transfer radical polymerization [139]. This fabric exhibited an excellent switchability from superhydrophilicity to superhydrophobicity with changing temperature. Yang and colleagues further studied PNIPAAm-coated cotton fabric, which showed an extraordinary capability for collecting water from humid air [134]. The application of PNIPAAm combined with chitosan can make textiles with thermal/pH dual-responsive properties [140]. This dual-responsive function can also be achieved by incorporating pH-dependent monomer acrylic acid (AAc) into NIPAAm [141]. Likewise, thermal/light dual-responsive textiles can also be developed by copolymerizing a light-responsive azobenzene moiety into NIPAAm [142]. More recently, Schiphorst et al. reported a novel thermal/light dual-responsive cotton fabric functionalized with a surface-grafted spiropyran-NIPAAm hydrogel. This dual-responsive fabric was shown to be capable of dimensional changes upon irradiation with visible light or a temperature stimulus and may find application in breathable textiles and agricultural purposes with moisture collection capacity [136].

Smart hydrogel can also be employed to develop functional textiles with healthcare functions such as moisturizing, whitening, wound healing, and even anti-ageing effects on human skin [135]. Liu et al. offered poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide)/polyurethane (PNIPAAm/PU) grafted nonwoven fabric with antibacterial function against S. aureus and E. coli via chitosan modification [143]. In this context, Ribeiro and coworkers investigated the applicability of chitosan hydrogel dressing in the re-establishment of skin lesions [144]. Recently, Wang et al. developed a skin moistening functional textile by coating thermos-responsive poly (ethylene glycol)-poly-(caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG-PCL-PEG) hydrogel [145]. The drug loaded hydrogel makes the functional textiles attractive in the development of skin care and wound treatment products. Actually, drugs or nutrients loaded in hydrogels are administered through the transdermal delivery mode.
Transdermal therapy encompasses a wide range of non-invasive or minimally invasive technologies by which the delivery of macromolecules such as insulin and the influenza vaccine is achievable [155]. Small, lipophilic, and low-dose drugs could be delivered to the third-generation enhancement strategies transdermal drug systems have greatly progressed from the first-generation system in which only the troughs, and avoidance of the hepatic first-pass and gastrointestinal metabolism [154–156]. Currently, transdermal therapy has seen rapid progress due to its favorable advantages, including high patient compliance, enhanced therapeutic efficiency by avoiding the peaks and troughs, and avoidance of the hepatic first-pass and gastrointestinal metabolism [154–156]. Currently, transdermal drug systems have greatly progressed from the first-generation system in which only the small, lipophilic, and low-dose drugs could be delivered to the third-generation enhancement strategies by which the delivery of macromolecules such as insulin and the influenza vaccine is achievable [155].

Currently, numerous studies have been reported involving the application of hydrogels as a drug carrier for a transdermal drug delivery system [146,147]. For example, a transdermal therapy, desonide hydrogel, consisting of methylparaben and Carbopol 981 was approved for AD treatment by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2006 [148,149]. This hydrogel therapy was shown to be effective in improving the quality of life of AD patients [149]. Recently, a microemulsion based hydrogel loaded with benzocaine was constructed for dermal purposes [150]. Nayak and colleagues reported carboxymethyl cellulose/gelatin copolymer hydrogel containing lidocaine as a transdermal delivery [151]. The percutaneous behavior could greatly be enhanced with a microneedle and an ultrasound. In this regard, poloxamer 407, which is a thermosensitive amphiphilic block copolymer, has found extensive applications as a drug carrier matrix in the development of transdermal delivery systems [152].

**Hydrogel Based Transdermal Therapy**

Transdermal therapy, i.e., transdermal drug delivery systems, refers to the self-contained discrete dosage forms from which drugs can penetrate across the skin and into the systemic circulation [153,154]. Transdermal therapy encompasses a wide range of non-invasive or minimally invasive technologies for the delivery of drugs across the skin without needles and thus constitutes an attractive alternative to oral administration and hypodermic injection [153,155]. Since it was first approved for clinical use by the FDA in 1979, transdermal therapy has seen rapid progress due to its favorable advantages, including high patient compliance, enhanced therapeutic efficiency by avoiding the peaks and troughs, and avoidance of the hepatic first-pass and gastrointestinal metabolism [154–156]. Currently, transdermal drug systems have greatly progressed from the first-generation system in which only the small, lipophilic, and low-dose drugs could be delivered to the third-generation enhancement strategies by which the delivery of macromolecules such as insulin and the influenza vaccine is achievable [155].

---

**Figure 10.** (a) Shows the molecular structures of N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAAm) and Poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAAm) and (b) illustrates the switch between a hydrophilic and hydrophobic PNIPAAm-modified surface. PNIPAAm chains are shown forming intermolecular hydrogen bonds with water molecules at a temperature below the (Lower Critical Solution Temperature) LCST (left) and forming intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C=O and N–H groups at temperatures above the LCST (right). Adapted from Ref. [138] with permission. Copyright 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Two major components of conventional transdermal formulations are the targeted drugs and drug reservoirs, which usually are plasters, creams, and ointments [154,157]. Currently, conventional transdermal formulations are being gradually replaced by a wide range of novel hydrogel formulations such as semisolid and film-based systems in order to minimize skin irritation, promote dosage flexibility, enhance patient acceptability, and improve ease of use [147]. The forms of hydrogel applied for transdermal formulations include semisolid matrix, patch, nanogel, emulgel, and combined use with vesicular systems such as liposomes and transfersomes [158–162].

Hydrogels are polymeric networks with a three-dimensional configuration that can absorb large quantities of water or biological fluids [146]. They are composed of homopolymers or copolymers and are insoluble in water due to the presence of chemical or physical crosslinks. The relatively high moisture content facilitates control of the transepidermal water loss and enhances skin hydration and elasticity, thereby providing a better feel when applied to the skin [147,163]. Therefore, hydrogel offers an ideal alternative for the development of novel transdermal formulations, especially for the treatment of skin-related disorders [131,164]. In this respect, the well-known polymeric materials for hydrogel formulations include polysaccharides (starch, cellulose and its derivatives, chitosan, alginate, hyaluronate), proteins (collagens, gelatins, caseins, albumins), and synthetic polymers (polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinylpyrrolidone, polyethylene glycol, and polyacrylates) [165,166]. For example, Schwartz et al. investigated the topical treatment of cutaneous leishmaniasis using diselenide-loaded chitosan hydrogel formulation [167]. Kwon and coworkers achieved a positive result in the feasibility study of pH-sensitive hydroxyethyl cellulose/hyaluronic acid complex hydrogel containing isoliquiritigenin in the treatment of skin lesions caused by pH imbalances [168]. A study conducted by Heilmann and colleagues demonstrated that the thermosensitive poloxamer 407 hydrogel is an appropriate carrier formulation for the topical application of morphine in large-scale skin wound treatment [158].

Nanogels, i.e., hydrogel nanoparticles, refer to the aqueous dispersion of hydrogel particles formed by physically or chemically crosslinked polymer networks of nanoscale size [169]. They are swollen nanosized networks composed of hydrophilic or amphiphilic polymer chains. The water absorbing ability, high loading property, and high stability make nanogels an ideal candidate for biomedical applications to load therapeutic agents ranging from small molecular drugs to macromolecular proteins, peptides, and vaccines [170]. The narrow nanosized distribution endows nanogels with the ability to reach the smallest capillary vessels and penetrate across the skin tissues with longer drug release duration when applied for transdermal therapy [170,171]. Moreover, the high mobility of hydrogel nanoparticles in the small capillaries facilitates efficient uptake [172]. This is of high importance for the development of transdermal drug systems to overcome the barrier effect of the skin. Currently, nanogels have been fabricated via a variety of strategies, including layer-by-layer self-assembly, homogeneous polymerization, heterogeneous polymerization, and temperature-assisted nanofabrication [169–171].

Emulgel is also a promising drug delivery system, which was developed to transport hydrophobic drugs for transdermal purposes [173,174]. Emulgels, i.e., emulsified hydrogel, are formed by the gelling of emulsions, either oil-in-water or water-in-oil type, with a gelling agent [175,176]. Therefore, emulgel possesses the properties of both emulsions and gel, such as thixotropic behavior, greaseless, easily spreadable and removable, non-staining, and biocompatible [160]. These properties make emulgel an ideal candidate for dermatological use. Currently, some preparations of emulgels have been made commercially available in markets [160]. Moreover, the droplet size of emulsions may range from around tens of nanometers to about hundreds of nanometers. Emulgel can be classified into macroemulsion gel (100–400 nm), microemulsion gel (10–100 nm), and nanoemulsion gel (about 10 nm) [150,173]. The nanoscale emulsion facilitates penetration across the skin, which makes emulgel more appropriate for transdermal use.

Hydrogel can be also used in combination with vesicular systems to form hydrogel/vesicular delivery systems [177]. The development of hydrogel/vesicular systems was intended to achieve
increased skin penetration of drugs [178]. Vesicular systems are nanocarriers such as liposomes, niosomes, and transfersomes and exhibit excellent transdermal penetration properties [178,179]. Likewise, the resulting drug delivery systems can be endowed with the properties of both hydrogel and the nanocarriers and have been applied in transdermal therapy [161].

4. Conclusions and Future Outlook

To conclude, AD is a common chronic inflammatory skin condition characterized by intense pruritus and a waxing and waning course in children. Inasmuch as the pathogenesis for AD is partially understood, there is still no definitive cure to date and the treatment is empirical. With respect to complementary therapy for AD treatment, textiles-based treatment approaches are fully reviewed to provide a better understanding of the development of the new therapy.

Hydrogels are hydrophilic three-dimensional polymeric networks capable of absorbing a large amount of water or biological fluids. The excellent biocompatibility and drug loading capacity of hydrogels implies a broad opportunity for biomedical applications. Poloxamer-based hydrogel, which seems a promising candidate for application as a drug carrier system for transdermal purposes, is centralized.
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